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ABSTRACT: Brookite, the least studied crystalline phase of TiO2,
recently has been found to have excellent photocatalytic activities,
comparable to that of anatase TiO2. However, its activity is highly
dependent on its defect levels. We systematically studied the
equilibria of the native point defects of brookite, along with their
effects on photocatalytic activities. From first-principles calcu-
lations and thermodynamics modeling, we predicted the formation
of an interstitial defect (Tii

4+) under weak reductive conditions
while that of TiO

4+ under strong reductive conditions. Our
calculations also suggest that Tii

4+ exclusively induces ideal shallow
defect levels in brookite, but TiO

4+ results in deep level formations.
In our experiments, we demonstrated that the moderately reduced
brookite TiO2 sample has the best photocatalytic activity. This combined theoretical and experimental work explains the inconsistent
photocatalytic activities of brookite and suggests the processing conditions that yield highly active brookite photocatalystsone that
is comparable to or exceeding that of anatase.

■ INTRODUCTION

Natural crystalline TiO2 has three main forms: rutile, anatase,
and brookite.1‑3 Among them, anatase and rutile have drawn
the most attention because of their photoelectrical properties,
making them applicable to photovoltaics or photocatalysis.3,4

On the other hand, brookite has seldom been utilized for such
applications because of difficulties with its synthesis in a pure
form.5 However, thanks to the development of several
successful methods such as solvothermal, acidic oxidation,
and hydrolysis/thermolysis,5 pure brookite is now commer-
cially available. This development has allowed studies to
explore the application of brookite, and several studies have
even reported that its photocatalytic activity is comparable to
anatase, the most widely applied crystalline phase for
photocatalysis. However, unlike anatase, the physicochemical
properties of brookite are not fully understood, and this has
been hampering its development and usage.
In many cases, the qualities of photocatalysts largely rely on

their defect levels when the same particle morphologies (e.g.,
size, shape, and facet) are considered. Because defects can alter
the physicochemical properties of materials (e.g., band gaps,
photoabsorption, redox levels, and carrier lifetimes), they have
a significant influence on photocatalytic activity.2,6−8 Con-
sequently, a large number of research has been devoted to
studying the relationship between photocatalytic activities and
the defects of the anatase phase.

For the fine engineering of defects on a semiconductor, the
calculation of exact values of the defect formation energies and
the defect levels is often quite useful.2,6,7,9,10 Density functional
theory (DFT) calculations11 have been successful in
investigating the defect equilibria and related electronic
structures of many oxide semiconductors, including that of
anatase and rutile crystals.2,7,12 However, such studies, typically
on defect studies combined experimental and computational
works, have not intensively investigated on brookite thus
far.12−14

In this study, we systematically investigated the thermody-
namic equilibria of point defects and electronic structures of
pristine and defective brookite generated under different
oxygen chemical potentials. Because the formation of shallow
levels determines the photocatalytic activity of a material,
accurate calculations of the electronic structures were
necessary for this study. We used a hybrid-functional
(HSE06)15 to obtain the values of the band gaps of pristine
and defective brookite. Additionally, using DFT thermody-
namics calculations as our guide, we demonstrated the impacts
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of shallow level defects on photocatalytic activity enhance-
ments.
We confirmed our predicted point defects with commercial

brookite after post-treatment under different conditions. Also,
we were able to prove our prediction regarding the relationship
between brookite’s defects and their photocatalytic activities by
experimental verification: photocatalytic dye degradation and
H2 evolution.
Given the continuous interest in brookite’s capabilities, and

the lack of any comprehensive understanding of its properties,
we provide an insight into the importance of successfully
tailoring its defect chemistry to properly evaluate its photo-
catalytic activity.

■ CALCULATION METHODS
DFT calculations were performed using the generalized
gradient approximation with Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof
(PBE) parameterization.16,17 We used the Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP) program.18 Kohn−Sham orbitals
were expanded with a cutoff energy of 400.0 eV, and 2 × 2 × 2
spaced k-point grids were employed for the Brillouin zone
sampling in the electronic structure calculations.17 For our
HSE06 calculations, a consistent screening parameter of μ =
0.2 Å−1 was used for the semilocal exchange and the screened
nonlocal exchange. We used a mixture of 25% Hartree−Fock
exchange with 75% PBE exchange to obtain the accurate band
gaps of anatase.
The formation energy of the anatase ( ETiO

f
2

Δ ) was obtained
using the equation

E E E ETiO
f

TiO Ti O2 2 2
Δ = − − (1)

where ETiO2
, ETi, and EO2

are the calculated total energies of the
anatase crystal, solid Ti, and O2 gas molecule, respectively. The
calculated ETiO

f
2

Δ using the PBE method is −9.08 eV/f.u.,
which only marginally differs from the experimental value
(−9.11 eV/f.u).18 Therefore, we regard the point defect
formation energies obtained from the PBE calculations as
substantial predictors of the dominant point defects.
To calculate the native defect formation energies of brookite

for varying temperatures and pressures, the oxygen chemical
potentials at a given temperature (T) and oxygen partial
pressure (PO2

) were expressed using the ideal gas approx-
imation19
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P
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where μ̃O2
(T,P°) is the O2 and chemical potential at

temperature T and standard pressure (P°)17

The chemical potential of O is derived by

E
1
2

0TiO
f

O2
μΔ < ≤

(3)

where ETiO
f

2
Δ is the calculated heat of the formation of the

brookite formula unit (10.61 eV). Defect formation energy
with a charge q (ΔEf(q)), as a function of the Fermi level, can
be calculated using the equation21,22

E q E D E q E V( ) ( )qf
i

0
v Fμ εΔ = [ ] ± − + + Δ + (4)

where E[Dq] is the total energy of the TiO2 supercell with
defects in a charge q; E0 is the total energy of the defect-free
TiO2; μi is the chemical potential of the element i added to the
supercell to generate a point defect; and Ev is the valence band
maximum (VBM) of the defect-free TiO2. Lastly, ΔV is the
shift in the VBM of the defective cell by a point defect relative
to that in the defect-free brookite, and εF is the Fermi level
referenced to Ev.
The HSE06 method can provide accurate band gap values

and defect formation energies. However, due to high
computation cost, we employed an economical and quite
reliable alternative method: extrapolation with the PBE and
PBE + U method.13,23 The calculated band gap of anatase
TiO2 using PBE and PBE + U were 2.12 and 2.91 eV,
respectively. Because the Hubbard U, however, does not fully
correct the band gap (the experimental value is 3.2 eV) and the
transition point of a defect charge, we extrapolated the
transition point of a defect charge using the following eq 1313

q q q q
E

E E( / ) ( / ) ( )U UPBE

g
g
exp

g
PBEε ε′ = ′ + Δε

Δ
−+ +

(5)

with

E
q q q q

E E
( / ) ( / )U

U
g

PBE PBE

g
PBE

g
PBE

ε εΔε
Δ

=
′ − ′

−

+

+

i

k

jjjjjj
y

{

zzzzzz
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where ϵ(q/q′) is the transition point from charge q to q′. Eg
exp,

Eg
PBE+U, and Eg

PBE are the band gap energies obtained from the
experiment, PBE + U and PBE calculations.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Brookite nanoparticles were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich,
USA (product no. 791326, size: <100 nm) and used after heat
treatment at 500 °C for 10 min in the air (designated “pristine”
in the text). The defects were induced by thermal annealing at
500 °C for 10 min. The various reductive environments were
created by adjusting the H2 concentrations in the H2 and N2
gas mixture (see Table 1), which is a quite common and safe

way to control the partial pressure of H2.
24 We ruled out the

possibility of ammonia (NH3) formation by a thermal reaction
of H2 and N2 because this reaction does not occur at 500 °C
unless an extremely high pressure or a reactive catalyst is
applied.25

To compare photocatalytic activities, Anatase-TiO2 (product
no. 637254, size: <25 nm) and Aeroxide P25-TiO2 (product
no. 718467, size: ∼21 nm) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich, USA and used in the conditions they were received in.
Along with them, methylene blue (MB) dissolved in an
aqueous solution, and H2PtCl6 were likewise purchased from
the same company.
The UV−vis absorption spectra were obtained by using the

Jasco v-670 spectrophotometer (190−2700 nm), and the
crystal structure was studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD; D8
Advanced, Brucker Corporation, USA). X-ray absorption near
edge structures (XANES) and extended X-ray absorption fine

Table 1. Descriptions of Brookite Annealed at 500 °C (773
K) with Different Environment Conditions

sample pristine H2-5% H2-7% H2-10% H2-13% H2-17%

H2:N2 1:19 1:13 1:9 1:7 1:5
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(EXAFS) data were collected from the lab-source X-ray
absorption spectrometer (Rigaku; R-XAS) using a 3 kW X-ray
generator with a W−W target−filament combination. The
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) was analyzed by CW-
EPR, QM09 (microwave frequency and power of 9.64 GHz
and 4.6 mW, respectively, and modulation frequency of 100
kHz).
The photocatalytic activities of TiO2 samples were

determined by the MB degradation under UV light. TiO2
powder (20 mg) was dispersed into 50 mL of MB (5 × 10−4 wt
%) and placed under UV light (UV-B lamp, G15T8E, Sankyo
Denki). After a predetermined time, a portion of the irradiated
mixture solution was taken for centrifugation (13,500 rpm for
15 min) for the TiO2 removal. The amount of remaining MB
after the photocatalytic degradation was measured by UV−vis
absorption at λmax = 664 nm.7,23

For the photocatalytic H2 evolution reaction, a Pt-loading on
TiO2 particles was performed following Yu et al.’s work.26

TiO2 (30 mg) and H2PtCl6 (0.6 mg, 2 wt % to TiO2) were
dispersed into 15 mL of deionized water by stirring for 60 min
at room temperature. The mixture was then sonicated for 20
min, followed by exposure to UV radiation for another 20 min.
Pt-loaded TiO2 particles were separated from the solution by
centrifugation and dried in an oven (70 °C) for 18 h.
Photocatalytic H2 production was performed through a batch
type reaction. Eight milligrams of each catalyst was placed in a
9 mL quartz tube equipped with a silicone rubber and
dispersed in a mixture of 4 mL of de-ionized water and 2 mL of
ethanol. Then, the colloidal solution was bubbled with N2 gas
for 10 min to remove the air inside the tube and then placed
under the UV light (UV-B lamp, G15T8E, Sankyo Denki,
Japan). After a predetermined time, 8 μL of gas was taken by a
gas-tight syringe and injected into the gas chromatograph
(GC-6500 GC system, YL Instrument, S. Korea) to quantify
the H2 concentration. Three sets of the experiments were
conducted, and the averaged values of H2 production were
calculated based on the calibration curves obtained with the
reference H2 gas (Figure 1).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
It has been long debated on whether charge carrier transport in
TiO2 crystals are bandlike or polaronic.22 In anatase, hole
carrier transport is known to take a place mainly via polaron
hopping, whereas electron transport occur by both bandlike
and polaronic mechanism.27−29 So, we investigated the
formation and hopping of polarons in brookite (Figure 2) to
see if it could function similarly. Interestingly, we found that
brookite can only generate electron polaron (Figure 2a);30

where an extra electron polaron forms and self-traps at a Ti-site
becoming Ti3+ instead of Ti4+. The trapped excess electron
induces a sharp spin-polarized in-gap state (Figure 2b). With
this localized excess of electrons, the Ti−O bond lengths are
elongated by 3.5−6.0% compared to the neutral system.
The polaron mobility in semiconductors is generally

modeled with the Marcus/Holstein theory as its frame-
workwhere a polaron hopping overcomes thermal activation
barriers for transport. Thus, the formula of carrier mobility (μ)
in the Marcus/Holstein theory is written as

D
k T

c a v
k T

G
k T

e e(1 )
exp

B

2
0

B B
μ = =

−
− Δi

k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzz (7)

where D is the diffusion constant of carriers, (1 − c) is the
probability that a neighboring site is available for hopping, ΔG
is the activation energy barrier for polaron hopping, v0 is the
optical phonon frequency, and kB is Boltzmann constant. The
polaron hopping energy barriers were calculated by computing
the system total energy changes at seven intermediate points in
the path of hopping (Figure 2c). For polaron formations,
Hubbard’s U-term (U = 6 eV) on the Ti 3d orbital was
included. We considered the hopping of electron polaron from
one Ti-site to a neighboring Ti-site in the [110] and [111]
directions, where the nearest Ti−Ti distances are 3.08 and 3.57
Å, respectively. The calculated thermal energy barriers, ΔG are
0.49 and 0.27 eV in the [110] and [111] directions,
respectively. The calculated values of thermal energy barriers
for electron polaron hopping in brookite are very close to those
in anatase.27 Therefore, any discrepancy in the photocatalytic
activities of brookite and anatase is likely due to other factors,
such as the optical phonon frequency, lifetime of carriers, and
photoabsorption amounts.
The calculated formation energies of the native defects in

brookite for the different conditions are illustrated in Figure 3.
Because defect formation energy is determined as the pinned
point of formation energy lines of positive and negative defects,
the polaron formation energies need to be considered to
suggest the dominant defects and their concentrations. For
brookite, we calculated the electron and hole polaron
formation energies with excess electrons and deficient electron,

Figure 1. Supercell of 2 × 2 × 1 brookite.

Figure 2. Calculated (a) spatial spin density isosurface; isovalue set at
0.02 e/Å3, (b) density of states, and (c) hopping energies of electron
polaron.
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respectively. To induce electron and hole polarons, we used
Hubbard’s U term28 (effective U = 6 eV) with elongated bond
lengths around a single Ti and O atom, respectively.
Interestingly, the electron polaron was induced with lower
energy than that of the excess electrons at a conduction band;
all the while, hole polaron in brookite was not stably formed.
Therefore, we considered only electron polaron formation in
the defect chemistry of brookite.
In O-rich to ambient conditions (ΔμO > −1.1 eV), the

dominant defect is the VO
2+ (Figure 3a). In slightly reductive

conditions (−5.1 eV < ΔμO < −1.1 eV), the dominant defect
changes to Tii

4+ (Figure 3b). Then, further reducing conditions
(ΔμO < −5.1 eV) results in the anti-site defect of TiO

4+ to be
dominant (Figure 3c). In consideration of our previous
calculations on the point defects of anatase, where Tii

4+ was
found to dominate in wide oxidation conditions,7 point defects
in brookite are more easily alterable. It may also explain why
brookite has significantly varying photocatalytic activities
depending on heat-treatment conditions.31

To investigate the energy levels of each defect, the electron
density of states (DOS) of brookite supercells with various
point defects were calculated (Figure 4). While the VO

2+ defect
does not impose any notable change in the DOS of pristine
brookite, the anti-site defect, TiO

4+, induces in-gap states at 0.6
eV below the CBM of pristine brookite. This can negatively

affect its photocatalytic activity by increasing the electron−hole
recombination rate.32,33 Unlike the Tii

4+ defect in anatase
supercells, which does not induce any in-gap states,7 in
brookite supercells, it induces ideal shallow defect levels
resulting in a band gap reduction of ∼0.1 eV both at VBM and
CBM (as noted by the green arrows in Figure 4). The shallow
levels induced by Tii

4+ in our calculation are consistent with
the experimentally observed shallow impurity levels in Vequizo
et al.’s report.34

To generate Tii
4+ defects in brookite and to induce ideal

shallow levels, it is necessary to provide a moderate reductive
condition (Figure 3). For an efficient reduction of TiO2, H2-
assisted reductive annealing can be applied.1,35 In the
reduction, H2 gas can react with oxygen atoms in TiO2 and
form gaseous water (H2O) molecules. The enthalpy of the
H2O(g) formation from 1/2O2(g) and H2(g) (−241.8 kJ/mol)
can be the additional driving force of n-type point defect
formations. Hence, we considered the hydrogen chemical
potential (μH2

) as the parameter of simulating different

reductive conditions. μH2
is expressed using the ideal gas

approximation29

T P T P k T
P

P
( , ) ( , ) lnH H H B

H

2 2 2

2μ μ= ∼ ° +
°

l
moo
noo

i
k
jjjj

y
{
zzzz
|
}oo
~oo (8)

where μ̃H2
(T,P°) is the H2 chemical potential at a given

temperature T and standard pressure P°. μH is the H chemical
potential

1
2H H2

μ μ=
(9)

The reaction under each reductive condition can be drawn
as

E E VTiO H ( ) H O2 2(g) V
f

H O O
2

2 (g)
O

2
2

+ + Δ + Δ → ++
+

E ETiO 2H ( 2 )

Ti 2H O

2 2(g) Ti
f

H O

i
2

2 (g)

i
4

2
+ + Δ + Δ

→ ++

+

E ETiO O 3H ( 3 )

Ti 3H O

2 o
x

2(g) Ti
f

H O

o
4

2 (g)

O
4

2
+ + + Δ + Δ

→ ++

+

where ΔEH2O is the water formation energy from H2 and O2.
The formation energy differences are then expressed as

E E E E VTiTi
f

V
f

i
4

O
2

H H Oi
4

O
2

2 2
μ μΔ − Δ = [ ] − [ ] − ++ +

+ +

(10)

Figure 3. Calculated defect formation energies for (a) ambient
conditions (ΔμO = 0 eV), (b) slightly reductive conditions (ΔμO =
−1.5 eV), and (c) strongly reductive conditions (ΔμO = −6 eV).

Figure 4. Calculated total electron DOS of the brookite supercell with
various defects (black line = pristine brookite; blue = Tii

4+; yellow =
VO

2+; grey = VTi
4−; and red = TiO

4+).
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E E E ETi TiTi
f

Ti
f

O
4

i
4

H H OO
4

i
4

2 2
μ μΔ − Δ = [ ] − [ ] − ++ +

+ +

(11)

E[TiO
4+] and E[Tii

4+] are the calculated total energies of a
brookite supercell with the TiO

4+ and Tii
4+ defects. Similar to

hydrogen chemical potential (eq 8), the chemical potential of
gaseous H2O is given by

T P T P k T
P

P
( , ) ( , ) lnH O H O H O B

H O

2 2 2

2μ μ= ∼ ° +
°

l
moo
noo

i
k
jjjj

y
{
zzzz
|
}oo
~oo (12)

where μ̃H2O(T,P°) is the chemical potential of H2O at varying
temperatures T and standard pressures (P°). Combining eqs 8
and 12, we rewrite eq 11 as

E E

E E T P

T P k T
P

P

Ti Ti ( , )

( , ) ln

Ti
f

Ti
f

O
4

i
4

H O

H B
H O

H

O
4

i
4

2

2

2

2

μ

μ

Δ − Δ

= [ ] − [ ] − {∼ °

− ∼ ° } +

+ +

+ +

i

k
jjjjjj

y

{
zzzzzz (13)

Not only can eq 13 determine why the defect (between
TiO

4+ and Tii
4+) is dominant once conditions (T and PH2

) are
given, but it also informs of the condition needed for specific
defects, which induce deteriorating deep levels and ideal
shallow levels for strong photocatalysis.

Figure 5 illustrates the calculated defect diagram obtained
after using eqs 10, 11, and 13. In low temperature and low PH2

region (grey area), VO
2+ is seen as the dominant defect.

However, with increasing temperature or PH2
(or decreasing

PO2
), the dominant defect is then predicted by the Tii

4+ (blue)
and TiO

4+ (white) areas. By using the DOS calculations shown
in Figure 4, we considered that the Tii

4+ defect induces an
expected shallow level ideal for the photocatalytic activity of
brookite, whereas the TiO

4+ defect degrades the activity by
forming a deep level within the bandgap of brookite TiO2.
Figure 5 suggests that to enhance the brookite’s photocatalytic
activity, reductions must be moderate.
To verify those theoretical predictions, we performed H2-

assisted reductive annealing on commercially available brookite
(<100 nm). We chose the annealing temperature of 500 °C
(773 K) for a duration for 10 min because it is known that the
brookite composition of TiO2 transforms into rutile at high
temperatures (e.g., >800 °C, if the brookite has high

crystallinity and phase purity) and that transformation
temperature becomes even lower when defects are
present.3120,31 The reductive condition was generated by H2
gas diluted in N2 gas in different ratios. The annealing
condition was engineered to be mild enough to preserve bulk
powder properties, such as particle size and crystallinity. This
was done because these properties can be dominant factors
that determine the photocatalytic activity of TiO2, and we
aimed to examine the role of surface defects. Table 1
summarizes the description of samples that are treated under
different conditions.
The pristine sample changed color to tint grey after

reductive annealing, while lower reductive conditions provided
a lighter grey color, and higher reductive conditions resulted in
a darker grey color (Figure S1). UV−vis absorption spectra of
all samples showed strong absorptions in the UV range, which
correspond well to the intrinsic band-gap of brookite (3.25 eV
for indirect transition; 3.42 eV for direct transition5). Increased
absorptions in the visible range were found for all reduced
samplesH2-5% and H2-7% exhibit similar visible absorptions
while H2-10%, H2-13%, and H2-17% show a gradual increase in
absorptions along with increasing amounts of H2. The
occurrence of extended absorptions to visible light by reductive
annealing indicates the generation of electronic band tails by
defect state formation, and the difference in visible absorptions
by samples may infer the existence of multiple defect states.
However, the similar levels of intrinsic UV absorptions by
samples inform that the defective layer appears only within a
certain depth from the outer surface of brookite particles
(Figure 6).

It is worth noting that analysis such as XRD patterns,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images, and Brunauer, Emmett,
and Teller (BET) surface areas exhibited no substantial
differences between pristine and reductively annealed samples
(Figures S2 (SEM), S3 (TEM), S4 (XRD), and S5 (BET)).
This assured us that the annealing condition was mild enough
to retain the bulk properties of pristine TiO2.
XRD patterns, in particular, showed no signs of the other

phases and little changes in peak intensity. According to
previous research studies about brookite, it is quite difficult to
obtain its pure crystalline form because crystallization by a
mild sintering often results in phase transformation to anatase
or rutile if the starting TiO2 has amorphous or impure phases.
Bakardjieva et al., for example, reported that nanometric
brookite transforms to a mixed phase of brookite, anatase, and
rutile at sintering temperatures as low as 200 °C.36 The fact

Figure 5. Defect diagram of brookite obtained from the calculated
defect formation energies. Figure 6. UV−vis absorption spectra of pristine and all reduced

samples.
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that we did not observe the phase transformation under the
relatively high annealing condition indicates that the pristine
sample is in a crystalline state with high phase purity.
Next, we performed a slow-scanned XRD analysis on all

samples in the range of 24−27° and found slight changes in
lattice parameters and cell volumes by reductive annealing
conditions (Figure S6; Table S1). In Figure 7, we depicted the

slow-scanned XRD spectra of only three samples, pristine, H2-
10%, and H2-17% for better demonstration of changes.
Diffraction peaks of plane [120] and [111] of H2-10% slightly
shifted to a higher angle than those of pristine, while those of
H2-17% showed a shift to a lower angle. These shifts of XRD
peaks indicate changes in cell volumes. By comparing with the
pristine sample, the volume of a unit cell of H2-10% decreased
by 0.45%, whereas that of H2-17% increased by 0.53% (Table
S1). The changes in cell volume demonstrate the induction of
different defects by varying the H2 during the thermal
treatment.
Inspired by the XRD results, we examined the lattice

disorders of the pristine, H2-10% (moderately reduced), and
H2-17% (strongly reduced) samples with XANES/EXAFS
measurement. From Ti K-edge XANES spectra, it was found
that all three samples share similar spectral features which
originate from the parent brookite structure (Figure S7).
However, when local atomic structure was examined by Ti K-
edge EXAFS data, changes in coordination numbers and
atomic distances of Ti−O and Ti−Ti bonds were found.
Figure 8 represents both Fourier transformed spectra of
EXAFS data (black line) and theoretically fitted spectra (red
line) of the pristine, H2-10%, and H2-17% samples. The sharp
oscillation in 1.5−2.0 Å in the spectra is due to the first Ti−O
shells, and the next two oscillations in 2.0−3.0 Å are due to the

Ti−Ti shells. As indicated by the dotted lines in the figure,
both Ti−O and Ti−Ti peaks of H2-10% and H2-17% show
slight shifts to shorter distances compared to that of the
pristine sample. Calculated distances of the Ti−Ti bond from
these EXAFS spectra were 3.06, 3.02, and 2.99 Å for pristine,
H2-10%, and H2-17%, respectively (Table 2). Moreover,

calculated coordination numbers (N) also showed significant
changes. The N for Ti−O decreased from 5.52 to 5.29, and for
Ti−Ti, it increased from 3.60 to 5.32 when the N values of the
pristine samples were compared to those of H2-17% (Table 2).
These results indicate that the volume of lattice disorder in
brookite increases as more reductive conditions are applied.
The defects, suggested by our DFT simulation of the
reductively treated brookite, are Tii

4 and TiO
4+, and occurrence

of these defects can decrease both Ti-Ti bond length and the N
of Ti−O but increase the N of the Ti−Ti shell. This agrees
with our observation using EXAFS data. However, exper-
imental deconvolution of contributions by each defect on the
observed lattice disorder was not possible.
The photocatalytic activities of the samples listed above

were then first evaluated by MB degradation reaction under
UV light. By monitoring MB concentration decrease as a
function of time (Figure 9a), it was found that the H2-10%
sample possesses distinctively higher activity than the pristine
sample, while H2-17% has slightly lower activity. This result
indicates the presence of different surface defects across
various reductive conditions because no bulk properties (i.e.,
size, shape, phase, and surface area) were changed by the
treatment. When the decay constants (k) of MB by the
reduced brookite samples were compared with those by
commercial anatase and aeroxide P25 (anatase and rutile-
mixed phase TiO2), it was revealed that the activity of H2-10%
is comparable to that of P25 but superior to that of anatase
(Figure 9b) when normalized by surface areas (Table S2). It
should be noted that constants for P25 and anatase were
normalized by their BET surface areas due to difference in
their particle sizes. This study demonstrates that the
photocatalytic activity of brookite can be manipulated by
defect engineering to be comparable to that of P25, a well-
known photocatalyst.
Considering our theoretical prediction on the possible

defects and their role on the photocatalytic activity of brookite,
we correlate the highest photocatalytic activity obtained at H2-
10% to the presence of Tii

4+ defects by moderate reduction,
while we correlate the sudden drop of photocatalytic activity at
H2-17% to the occurrence of TiO

4+ defects. Many studies on
reduced anatase argue that VO

2+ coupled with self-doped Ti3+

is the primary defect, and it is what forms an ideal shallow
defect level below the CBM of anatase TiO2; this affords the
photocatalytic activity enhancement.37−39 We subsequently
analyzed our samples in this respect. Three representative

Figure 7. Slow-scanned XRD patterns at planes (120) and (111).

Figure 8. Radical distribution functions and their fitting curves for
pristine, H2-10%, and H2-17%, obtained from Ti K-edge EXAFS data.

Table 2. Calculated Shell Parameters of Ti−O and Ti−Ti of
pristine, H2-10%, and H2-17% by EXAFS Analysis

sample shell coordination no. (N) bond distance (Å)

pristine Ti−O 5.52 1.957
Ti−Ti 3.60 3.069

H2-10% Ti−O 5.47 1.931
Ti−Ti 4.94 3.021

H2-17% Ti−O 5.29 1.901
Ti−Ti 5.32 2.994
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samples, pristine, H2-10%, and H2-17% were examined by X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and EPR (Figures S8
and 10). XPS analysis exhibited identical Ti 2p binding

energies of reduced samples (H2-10% and H2-17%) and
pristine. However, it is known that binding energies of Ti3+ and
Ti4+ are superposed so that XPS data could not provide any
useful information about the chemical states of reduced
samples.8 On the other hand, the EPR spectra showed a weak
resonance signal at g = 1.998 for H2-17%, which is known to be
contributed by the presence of VO

2+ and Ti3+.40,41 No signal
was observed with the pristine sample but an extremely low
signal at the same position was found with the H2-10%. We
found that the photocatalytic activity of reduced anatase was
proportional to the concentration of Ti3+,42 but our
observation on reduced brookite was different (photocatalytic
activity of H2-17% was lower by ∼60% than that of H2-10%).
Based on that, we concluded that VO

2+ and Ti3+ may form
under reductive condition but are not main defect species
responsible for the enhanced photocatalytic activity.

The photocatalytic activities were further evaluated for H2
generation under UV light. Figure 11 compares the H2

generation rates of different TiO2 samples: the activity of
pristine was higher than that of anatase but lower than that of
P25. It is known that the conduction band position of brookite
locates deeper than that of anatase, benefitting its H2
generation.5 The H2-10% sample exhibited higher activity
than the pristine sample and also much higher than P25. When
normalized by surface areas (Table S2), the H2 amount
obtained from the H2-10% sample was almost twice the
amount produced by P25 and anatase (Figure S9). Similar to
the catalytic activity for MB degradation, the H2-17% sample
showed rather deteriorated activity compared to the H2-10%
sample, further confirming that defects of brookite are
susceptible to be altered by the different levels of reductive
annealing atmospheres.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the defect equilibria and electronic structures
of brookite and its effects on photocatalytic activities using
DFT calculations and experiments. Brookite was found to have
desirable defect-induced shallow levels that trap photoexcited
electrons under mild reductive treatment. DFT calculations
also suggested that the Tii

4+ defect is the main defect to
improve the photocatalytic activities of brookite. Concurrently,
experimental generation of the Tii

4+ defect was successfully
carried out by H2-assisted moderate reduction at 500 °C
annealing conditions. Analysis by slow-scanned XRD, EXAFS,
and EPR measurements indicated that lattice disorders in
brookite increase as more reductive conditions are applied.
Noteworthy is that Tii

4 and TiO
4+ are identified as major

defects rather than VO
2+ and Ti3+. This study informs the

careful attention that must be paid in the heat treatment of
brookite, especially when higher photocatalytic performance is
required.
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